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FORMVERSE and NEXUS CONSORTIUM ENTER INTO PARTNERSHIP TO DELIVER THE FORMVERSE
ENTERPRISE AUTOMATION PLATFORM THROUGHOUT THE NORTHEAST UNITED STATES
June 11, 2019
Pleasanton CA, USA & New York NY, USA – Today, FORMVERSE, Inc. and Nexus Consortium (Nexus) announced a partnership that will allow Nexus to
distribute FORMVERSE’s patented no-code Enterprise Automation Platform (EAP) and Integration Platform (PASSPORT) to clients in Northeastern United
States.
Located in New York and New Jersey, Nexus was established in 1996. Nexus offers IT Services ranging from Data Center Optimization, Cybersecurity, Data
Analysis, Compliance and Monitoring. Nexus President & CEO, George Riesco, says Nexus will work with FORMVERSE to help implement, train and provide
support to new and existing customers, by adding FORMVERSE’s Enterprise Automation Platform to their current product offerings.
“We are very excited to add FORMVERSE’s Enterprise Automation Platform and PASSPORT to our list of products! We have been very impressed with
FORMVERSE’s technology for some time and believe it will greatly benefit our customers,” said Riesco.
“FORMVERSE’s suite of products will give our customers the ability to rapidly develop configurable applications that can be used to automate processes they
currently really struggle with”, “Combine that with PASSPORT’s ability to bi-directionally integrate data and attachments with other enterprise applications,
and we feel FORMVERSE will be a very compelling offering to help our customers!” he continued.
Combining FORMVERSE’s Enterprise Automation Platform with Nexus’ IT industry expertise and deep knowledge of Big Data Analysis/Data Center
Optimization, will be a win for customers. As a FORMVERSE Certified Partner, Nexus can now provide customers with an innovative enterprise solution that
is being used by the world’s largest corporations and governments.
“We couldn’t be happier to have Nexus as a partner! Everyone knows that the New York Tri-State Area is always moving fast and changing. Companies there
need software solutions that can change just as quickly and we wanted a partner who understood the ins and outs of this market, that is what we have found
with George and the team at Nexus” said Drake Deininger, Executive Vice President of FORMVERSE in Pleasanton, CA.
About Nexus Consortium, http://www.nexusnet.com – Nexus Consortium is a value-added IT consultancy and solution provider headquartered in New York,
with customers throughout the United States. The company is dedicated to the development of Information Services solutions for the Government Sector,
Corporate and Health Systems customers. As an independent organization, it creates best practices for its customers in the completion of information
communication technology programs.
ABOUT FORMVERSE – FORMVERSE is the leading provider of No Code Application Development, Intelligent Automation and Integration Solutions with offices
in Silicon Valley and Canada. FORMVERSE customers include Fortune 500/Global 1000 companies and governments in the US, Canada, Latin America, Europe
and Asia-Pacific. FORMVERSE’s patented Enterprise Automation Platform gives customer the ability to rapidly configure applications and intelligently
automate business processes. FORMVERSE’s PASSPORT technology gives customer’s an enterprise hybrid integration platform.
For further information, please visit the FORMVERSE website at www.formverse.com.
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